Class Offerings

September 16 - 19, 2020
at the Ashton Gardens
## Classes

**Preregistration required for classes. Visit thanksgivingpoint.org/quilt for more information and to register.**

Attendees should come prepared with basic sewing supplies (straight pins and pin cushion, scissors, seam ripper, fabric marking pen or pencil, small cutting mat (no larger than 12” x 18”), rotary cutter) in addition to any supplies noted in class descriptions. Shared ironing and cutting areas will be available in each room. Thanksgiving Point members receive 10% discount on class registration. Member discount does not apply to kit fee.

### Wednesday, 9 am - 12 pm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Name</th>
<th>Instructor</th>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Skill level</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Fee</th>
<th>Supplies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patchwork Garden 2</strong></td>
<td>Sherri McConnell</td>
<td>Piecing</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>This is a Jelly Roll quilt class where students will learn techniques for accurately sewing and pressing Jelly Roll strips. The block sashing also uses a fun strip-piecing technique that students will be able to learn and apply to other quilts.</td>
<td>$60 for Class</td>
<td>1 Jelly Roll or at least 25 strips 2 ½” x WOF 1 7/8 yards block backgrounds 1 3/4-yards contrast sashing 2 3/4 yards sashing and borders 1 1/2 yards setting triangles 1/2-yard middle border 3/4 yard binding 5 yards backing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Heading South Quilt</strong></td>
<td>Amanda Castor</td>
<td>Piecing</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>In this class you will learn Amanda’s favorite method for making flying geese, with no fabric waste! She’ll share her tips for accurate 1/4” seams and perfect points.</td>
<td>$60 for Class</td>
<td>1/2 yard each of five different fabrics for the geese 3 1/2 yards background fabric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Granny’s Scrappy Rows</strong></td>
<td>Carmen Geddes</td>
<td>Piecing</td>
<td>Beginner</td>
<td>The perfect scrap buster! Make a traditional quilt with non traditional piecing! Complete this 60 x 70 inch (before borders) scrappy quilt with no strip piecing! Amazing 2” finished squares. Enjoy perfect corners and stable, flat blocks every time. Use TenSisters Easy Piecing Grid Foundation to make your heirloom.</td>
<td>$60 for Class</td>
<td>$20 for Kit Scrappy rows: 2 yards total of scraps (cut around 500 2.5” Squares) Plain rows and plain squares: 2 1/2 yards (cut around 200 2.5” Squares of plain fabric)* (8” X 72” plain rows cut after scrappy rows are sewn so you can measure exact length!) Optional border - 1 1/4 yard</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*One fat quarter yields 56 2.5 Inch squares*
**Dutch Delight Applique**  
*With Jill Finley | Jillily Studio*

**Technique:** Applique  
**Skill level:** Beginner  

Come learn turned edge applique the Jillily way. A simple method that gives you beautiful results and no raw edges. Jill will teach you the tricks for hand-stitching with a demo on machine stitching if you prefer. We will work on the applique portions of the Dutch Delight Quilt.

$60 for Class  
$55.95 for Kit  

**Required Supplies**  
- Jillily Studio Applique Set (includes): Jillily Studio Quilters Digit; Jillily Studio Starch brush; Jillily Studio Appli-Glue; Jillily Studio Poke-Dots; Hand applique needles– Jill’s Favorite is Bohin Size 11  
- Jillily Studio Maker Paper  
- Hand sewing thread- Cotton Size 50 or 80 (Jill’s Favorite is Aurifil)  
- Bias tape maker 1/4”

---

**Easy Strip Butterflies Quilt**  
*With Jenny Doan | Missouri Star Quilt Co*

**Technique:** Sewing, Quilting  
**Skill level:** Beginner  

Jenny Doan demonstrates how to make an easy Strip Butterflies Quilt using 2.5 inch strips of precut fabric (jelly rolls).

$60 for Class  
$89.95 for Kit

---

**Neighborhood Mini Quilt**  
*With Beverly McCullough | Flamingo Toes*

**Technique:** Free Motion Applique, Embroidery  
**Skill level:** Beginner  

Sew up your own sweet little neighborhood with this Neighborhood Mini Quilt! This mini is a great way to use up your scrap fabrics and so easy to customize to your favorite color style or season. Learn simple free motion applique with this class as well as ways to embellish your mini quilt with hand embroidery!

$60 for Class  

**Required Supplies**  
- 1/2 yard white fabric for background  
- 1/2 yard fabric for backing  
- Small amounts of print fabrics (approx. 6 x 6 each) for the houses, roofs, shutters, trees, and doors  
- 10” x 20” HeatnBond Lite  
- 1/4 Yard Thermoweb Fusible Fleece  
- 1/4 yard fabric for binding  
- Assorted colors of embroidery floss for flowers and bird  
- Coordinating sewing machine thread – black and white

---

**1 Charm Pack + 1 Yard Fabric = Cuteness**  
*With Amanda Niederhauser | Jedi Craft Girl*

**Technique:** Piecing, making triangles with precuts, scrappy border  
**Skill level:** Beginner  

Come learn how to make the most of those 5” precut bundles you’ve been stashing away! Simply choose a bundle of 5” squares and 1 yard of coordinating background fabric and you’ve got a darling mini quilt that’s perfect to hang on a wall or place on a table. This versatile little quilt would be charming for any holiday or any decor. Think Christmas, Halloween, or spring. This quilt finishes at 25” square and the scrappy border is included in the 5” bundle.

$60 for Class  

**Required Supplies**  
- 1 5” stacker (42 5” squares)  
- 1 yard background fabric  
- 1 yard backing

---

Preregistration required for classes. Visit thanksgivingpoint.org/quilt for more information and to register.

Attendees should come prepared with basic sewing supplies (straight pins and pin cushion, scissors, seam ripper, fabric marking pen or pencil, small cutting mat (no larger than 12” x 18”), rotary cutter) in addition to any supplies noted in class descriptions. Shared ironing and cutting areas will be available in each room. Thanksgiving Point members recieve 10% discount on class registration. Member discount does not apply to kit fee.
Land That I Love
With Amy Smart | Diary of a Quilter

Technique: Piecing
Skill level: Intermediate

Land That I Love - is a scrappy, Americana medallion-style quilt. Quilt finishes at 70” x 70”. We’ll be talking about fabric and color placement as well as tips and shortcuts for making this quilt come together quickly.

$60 for Class

Required Supplies
- 1/2 yard of 5 different reds
- 1/4 yard of 3 Denim Blues
- 1/2 yard 3 Navy Blues
- 1/4 yard of 3 small-print Yellows
- 1/2 yard Inside Yellow border
- 1 yard outside Yellow borders
- 1 yard Large Navy Gingham outside border
- 5/8 yard Binding
- 4 1/2 yards Backing

Jump Start into Longarm Quilting
With Mary Beth Krapil | Handi Quilter National Educator

Technique: Longarm Quilting
Skill level: Beginner

Are you just getting started with longarm quilting? Or are you contemplating the purchase of a longarm system? Then this is the class for you. Mary Beth will take you step by step through the process - from quilt top to beautifully quilted. Learn how to prepare your backing, load your quilt, choose your thread and needle, adjust your tension and get started with simple free motion designs. Various methods of quilting will also be discussed. This class will be packed with tips and tricks for finishing flat, square, beautifully quilted quilts.

$100 for Class

Preregistration required for classes. Visit thanksgivingpoint.org/quilt for more information and to register.

Attendees should come prepared with basic sewing supplies (straight pins and pin cushion, scissors, seam ripper, fabric marking pen or pencil, small cutting mat (no larger than 12” x 18”), rotary cutter) in addition to any supplies noted in class descriptions. Shared ironing and cutting areas will be available in each room. Thanksgiving Point members recieve 10% discount on class registration. Member discount does not apply to kit fee.
Wednesday, 2 pm - 5 pm

Flutter/Hidden Shoofly Traditional Gem Stones
With Gerri Robinson | Planted Seed Designs

**Technique: Piecing**  Square-in-a-Square, Triangle-in-a-Square and Quick Angled Rectangle

**Skill level: Beginner**
Learn the one simple technique that changes hidden shoofly into flutter. You’ll also learn how to use my new Triangle-in-a-Square tool! Only 3 basic elements (square-in-a-square, triangle-in-a-square and quick angled rectangle) are needed to create both designs!

$60 for Class
$149.95 for Kit

Circle UP
With Dodi Lee Poulsen | Two Sisters at Squirrel Hollow

**Technique: Piecing**

**Skill level: Beginner**
This 6 - circle quilt is made using 9” blocks. Use up your scraps or use a collection of fabrics; either way this quilt will be stunning. Class will work with templates and invisible applique. Wedges will be turned using an interfacing technique then appliqued onto blocks. Using a multi-colored background creates dimension and texture if desired. The finished quilt will be 51” x 69 1/2”.

$60 for Class

Required Supplies
- Background 1 3/4 yds or 24, 10” x 10” squares (an asst. background will add interesting texture and dimension)
- Scraps or fabric 1 3/4 yds - total yardage - Scrap should measure approx. 4 1/2” x 7” for each wedge
- Border 1 5/8 yds
- Sashing 1/4 yd
- Binding ½ yd
- Interfacing – lightweight, non-fusible 1 ½ yd
- Cotton thread to match
- Monofilament thread (invisible thread)
- Buttonhole Stitch foot
- 12” square ruler and straight ruler (4 ½’ x 12 ½” will work well)
- Marking tool
- Freezer paper

Jane Austen Coverlet Quilt
With Cindy Cloward and Holly Draney | Riley Blake Designs

**Technique: Piecing**

**Skill level: Advanced**
Come learn how to make the Jane Austen Coverlet quilt with Cindy Cloward and Holly Draney. Kit includes pattern and fabric for quilt top and binding. Backing not included. Fabric featured is Jane Austen at Home. The quilt is a reproduction of the coverlet made by Jane, her sister Cassandra, and their mother. It is a medallion quilt with a large central motif cut as a diamond. This is surrounded by a 232 smaller diamonds and interconnected by spotted sashing. The outer border contains over 2500 smaller diamonds. The kit comes in a keepsake Jane Austen box. Finished coverlet size is approximately 80” x 100”.

$60 for Class
$189.95 for Kit

Preregistration required for classes. Visit thanksgivingpoint.org/quilt for more information and to register.

Attendees should come prepared with basic sewing supplies (straight pins and pin cushion, scissors, seam ripper, fabric marking pen or pencil, small cutting mat (no larger than 12” x 18”), rotary cutter) in addition to any supplies noted in class descriptions. Shared ironing and cutting areas will be available in each room. Thanksgiving Point members receive 10% discount on class registration. Member discount does not apply to kit fee.
**Prim Baskets Table Runner**
*With Lori Holt | Bee in my Bonnet*

**Technique:** Piecing/sewing  
**Skill level:** Beginner

The Prim Baskets Table Runner by Lori Holt of Bee in my Bonnet features pieced baskets using her Prim collection. The kit comes in a collectible box designed by Lori Holt and includes the fabric and pattern for table runner top and binding. Backing not included. Finished table runner size is 27” x 57”. Collectible box is approximately 6” square. For this special Garden of Quilts Class you will also receive the Jade Seams So Easy Seam Guide, Bee Cute Natural Lace, a package of Granny Chic Buttons, and DMC Floss.

$60 for Class  
$89.95 for Kit

---

**Starlight**  
*With Sherri McConnell | Quilting Life Designs*

**Technique:** Piecing  
**Skill level:** Intermediate

Learn a variety of techniques for half-square triangles and precision block construction with this fun star quilt.

$60 for Class

**Required Supplies**
- 16 Fat Quarters
- 3 yards background
- 5/8-yard sashing fabric
- 3/8-yard inner border
- 1-yard outer border
- ¼ yard binding
- 4 ⅜ yard backing

---

**Swiss Fall Bliss - Scaredy Cat Collection**  
*With Amanda Niederhauser | Jedi Craft*

**Technique:** Piecing  
**Skill level:** Intermediate

Come learn how to make this modern twist on a fall quilt by using only a layer cake and background fabric! You will love how fast this quilt comes together and the bold statement it makes when it’s finished!

$60 for Class  
$89.95 for Kit

---

**Garment District Mini Quilt**  
*With Christopher Thompson | The Tattooed Quilter*

**Technique:** Piecing  
**Skill level:** Intermediate

In this class, Christopher will guide you step-by-step on how to make his Garment District mini quilt. Inspired by the Garment District in Manhattan, this foundation paper pieced project is beginner friendly and lots of fun to make!

$60 for Class  
$39.95 for Kit

---

**Fill Your Quilt with Quilting**  
*With Gina Siembieda | Handi Quilter National Educator*

**Technique:** Longarm Quilting  
**Skill level:** Beginner

We will explore various fills to give your quilt extra pop. Continuous curves, gridwork, crosshatching and a variety of free motion designs to enhance your beautiful quilt tops. You will learn the proper way to set up your machine to get the best experience. You will draw designs on paper and get that hand eye coordination before moving to the longarm machine and practice, practice, and more practice.

$100 for Class

---

Preregistration required for classes. Visit thanksgivingpoint.org/quilt for more information and to register.

Attendees should come prepared with basic sewing supplies (straight pins and pin cushion, scissors, seam ripper, fabric marking pen or pencil, small cutting mat (no larger than 12” x 18”), rotary cutter) in addition to any supplies noted in class descriptions. Shared ironing and cutting areas will be available in each room. Thanksgiving Point members recieve 10% discount on class registration. Member discount does not apply to kit fee.
WEDNESDAY
7:00 PM - 11:00 PM

OPEN SEW

Come join us at the Garden of Quilts for Open Sew Night. Finish your class projects or bring whatever you want to sew and get advice from others in attendance.

$5 to reserve your spot.

Preregistration required for classes. Visit thanksgivingpoint.org/quilt for more information and to register.

Attendees should come prepared with basic sewing supplies (straight pins and pin cushion, scissors, seam ripper, fabric marking pen or pencil, small cutting mat (no larger than 12” x 18”), rotary cutter) in addition to any supplies noted in class descriptions. Shared ironing and cutting areas will be available in each room. Thanksgiving Point members receive 10% discount on class registration. Member discount does not apply to kit fee.
Thursday, 9 am - 4 pm

**Layer Cake Sampler Quilt**  
*With Amanda Castor | Material Girl Quilts*

**Technique:** Piecing  
**Skill level:** Beginner  
In this class you will learn Amanda’s favorite way to create half square triangles (8 at a time!). She will also share her tips to achieving an accurate 1/4” seam and perfect points.

$120 for Class including Lunch

**Required Supplies**
- 1 print Layer Cake (42 - 10” squares)
- 1 background Layer Cake (42 - 10” squares or 3 yards cut into 40 - 10” squares)
- 1 3/4 yard sashing
- 1/4 yard or FQ for cornerstone squares
- 1 yard border; Bloc-Loc half square triangle ruler (at least 4 1/2” size)
- Pencil or pen for marking back of fabric

Thursday, 9 am - 12 pm

**Flutter/Hidden Shoofly Brights Gem Stones**  
*With Gerri Robinson | Planted Seed Designs*

**Technique:** Piecing: Square-in-a-Square, Triangle-in-a-Square and Quick Angled Rectangle  
**Skill level:** Beginner  
Learn the one simple technique that changes hidden shoofly into flutter. You’ll also learn how to use my new triangle-in-a-square tool! Only 3 basic elements (square-in-a-square, triangle-in-a-square and quick angled rectangle) are needed to create both designs!

$60 for Class  
$149.95 for Kit

**Strawberry Fields Scrappy Mini Quilt**  
*With Rachel Erickson | Citrus and Mint Designs*

**Technique:** Piecing  
**Skill level:** Beginner  
Sew a small strawberry quilt with New Dawn fabrics. Finished size 10”x10”.

$60 for Class  
$39.95 for Kit

**Floral Sampler Embroidery Hoop**  
*With Beverly McCullough | Flamingo Toes*

**Technique:** Hand Embroidery  
**Skill level:** Beginner  
A Hand Embroidery class for beginners or those who’ve been stitching for years! Learn the stitches that make up the foundation of most embroidery patterns and have a darling floral embroidered project by the end of class.

$60 for Class  
$20 for Kit

**Prim Village Quilt**  
*With Lori Holt | Bee in my Bonnet*

**Technique:** Piecing/Sewing  
**Skill level:** Intermediate  
The Prim Village Quilt by Lori Holt of Bee in my Bonnet features 12 pieced house blocks using her Prim collection. The kit comes in a collectible box designed by Lori Holt and includes the fabric and pattern for quilt top and binding. Backing not included. Finished quilt size is 57” x 68”. Collectible box is approximately 11” square. For this special Garden of Quilts Class you will also receive the Jade Seams So Easy Seam Guide.

$60 for Class  
$109.95 for Kit

Preregistration required for classes. Visit thanksgivingpoint.org/quilt for more information and to register.

Attendees should come prepared with basic sewing supplies (straight pins and pin cushion, scissors, seam ripper, fabric marking pen or pencil, small cutting mat (no larger than 12” x 18”), rotary cutter) in addition to any supplies noted in class descriptions. Shared ironing and cutting areas will be available in each room. Thanksgiving Point members recieve 10% discount on class registration. Member discount does not apply to kit fee.
Gelato Remix  
With Sherri McConnell | Quilting Life Designs

**Technique:** Piecing  
**Skill level:** Intermediate  
A fun medallion style mini quilt where students will learn a variety of techniques for accurate piecing.

**$60 for Class**

**Required Supplies**
- 1 Mini Charm Pack for Center Star
- 1 Charm Pack for Flying Geese
- (4) 5” x 10” rectangles for each of the corner stars
- 1 yard background fabric for blocks/borders
- 1/8 yard for print inner border
- 1/3 yard for binding

Ohio Cat Quilt  
With Amanda Niederhauser | Jedi Craft Girl

**Technique:** Piecing, squaring up triangles  
**Skill level:** Intermediate  
Come learn how to make this throw size quilt by making Ohio Star Blocks and Cat Blocks! This quilt top requires only 30 10” squares and 4 yards of background fabric. Each block has sashing built into it so putting the quilt together is a snap!

**$60 for Class**  
**$95.95 for Kit**

Arabian Nights Quilt  
With Jill Finley | Jillily Studio

**Technique:** Piecing  
**Skill level:** Intermediate  
Come piece the beautiful Arabian Nights Quilt and learn Jill’s precision piecing techniques using her Conservatory Fabric Collection. Large blocks are very striking and form a medallion pattern.

**$60 for Class**  
**$129.95 for Kit**

Building a Free-Motion Quilting Design Library  
With Gina Siembieda | Handi Quilter National Educator

**Technique:** Longarm Quilting  
**Skill level:** Beginner  
This is a beginner’s exploration into free-motion quilting. We will explore all the basic shapes that make up free-motion quilting and it’s easier than you think! By exploring different designs from simple blocks to an all-over design you can create designs that can be used to complete any quilt.

**$100 for Class**

Preregistration required for classes. Visit thanksgivingpoint.org/quilt for more information and to register.

Attendees should come prepared with basic sewing supplies (straight pins and pin cushion, scissors, seam ripper, fabric marking pen or pencil, small cutting mat (no larger than 12” x 18”), rotary cutter) in addition to any supplies noted in class descriptions. Shared ironing and cutting areas will be available in each room. Thanksgiving Point members recieve 10% discount on class registration. Member discount does not apply to kit fee.
Thursday, 2 pm - 5 pm

**Pine Hollow Patchwork Forest**  
*With Amy Smart | Diary of a Quilter*

**Technique:** Improv-piecing  
**Skill level:** Beginner

The Pine Hollow Patchwork Forest quilt is a fun, fast improv-style quilt and is a great quilt for playing with colors and fabric combinations. In this class you’ll learn how to make the improv trees and stars. The best part is no two quilts are the same.

$60 for Class  
**Required Supplies**  
- 34 Fat Quarters  
- Binding - 1/2 yard; (one at least 18” long)

**Piccadilly Squares**  
*With Carmen Geddes | TenSisters Handicraft*

**Technique:** Piecing  
**Skill level:** Beginner

Make this traditional On-Point quilt in a Non-Traditional way! Perfect corners every time! Use Easy Piecing Grid for a fun, fast, and accurate project. It is very simple to make this larger.

$60 for Class  
$24.95 for Kit  
**Required Supplies**  
- ¼ yd of six colors of fabric (or scraps equaling)  
- white fabric: 1 yd  
- blue fabric: 1 yd (border separate)  
- Cut 2.5 inch squares (One fat quarter yields 56 2.5 inch squares)  
- Border: 1 yd

**Sweet & Simple Sewing**  
*With Stacy West | Buttermilk Basin*

**Technique:** Wool Applique  
**Skill level:** Beginner

Stacy, from Buttermilk Basin is a wool guru! Come & learn her tried and true wool appliqué method while creating this darling “Sweet & Simple” sewing themed piece to hang and enjoy in your sewing room!

$60 for Class  
$54.95 for Kit

**Mini Spools**  
*With Camille Roskelley | Thimble Blossoms*

**Technique:** Piecing, Mini Quilts  
**Skill level:** Beginner

Join Camille Roskelley to make a 14” x 16” Mini Spools quilt to hang in your sewing space. Learn all of Camille’s mini quilt sewing tips and tricks in class and see some of her favorite mini quilts on display.

$60 for Class  
**Required Supplies**  
- 14 5” charm squares for spool centers  
- 1/4 yard fabric for spool ends  
- 1/3 yard background fabric  
- 1 fat quarter binding fabric  
- 1 fat quarter backing fabric  
- 16” x 18” cotton batting

Preregistration required for classes. Visit thanksgivingpoint.org/quilt for more information and to register.

Attendees should come prepared with basic sewing supplies (straight pins and pin cushion, scissors, seam ripper, fabric marking pen or pencil, small cutting mat (no larger than 12” x 18”), rotary cutter) in addition to any supplies noted in class descriptions. Shared ironing and cutting areas will be available in each room. Thanksgiving Point members recieve 10% discount on class registration. Member discount does not apply to kit fee.
Penny Serenade
With Beverly McCullough | Flamingo Toes

Technique: Piecing with the Hexie and Triangle Templates

Skill level: Beginner
Sew up this colorful Penny Serenade quilt in no time using my half hexie and triangle templates! This is such a fun and easy way to use a rolie polie!

$60 for Class
$95.95 for Kit

Mama Said Sew
With Dodi Lee Poulsen | Two Sisters at Squirrel Hollow

Technique: Piecing, Applique, Stitchery

Skill level: Beginner
Create a beautiful piece of wall art (14” x 18”) with this delightful pattern. Let Dodi guide you through the tips of making the perfect Dresden wedge and circle. Simple stitching will add just the right touch. If you can thread a needle, you can do this project! This piece is a great addition to your studio or the perfect gift for a friend! Your design can be stretched onto an art canvas after completion.

$60 for Class

Required Supplies
4” x 7” pieces of 22 assorted fabrics
20” x 26” piece for background fabric
16” x 20” piece, batting
5” x 5” scrap fabric & same of double-sided fusible interfacing for SEW letters
6” square scrap & same of DS interfacing for center circle
Colorfast Cotton Floss - 3 colors
3 buttons, asst. sizes to 1 1/2”
#18 Chenille needle
14” x 18” art canvas
1 3/4 yards, 1” grosgrain ribbon for finishing
20” x 26” Fabric Stabilizer- recommended Sew Lazy SLG 103 Face it- soft
Water soluble marking pen
Freezer paper
Thread to match
Small mat if desired
4” x 4” square ruler (or close to)
18” long ruler or larger
Buttonhole stitch foot

Iridescent Star
With Deonn Stott | Quiltscapes

Technique: Piecing

Skill level: Beginner
A delightful explosion of color, this quilt is a great way to build your skills! Each color uses no more than a 10-inch square, and works wonderfully with both solids and prints. Learn some of Deonn’s best tips for precision and speed piecing, then we’ll take a look at color placement options to create luminosity, depth and dimension in the design. 56” x 56” Wall Hanging or Lap Quilt.

$60 for Class
$109.95 for Kit

Feathers for Everyone
With Mary Beth Krapil | Handi Quilter National Educator

Technique: Longarm Quilting

Skill level: Beginner
Feathers are the pinnacle of quilting designs and there are many ways to quilt feathers. Formal, traditional longarm, spineless, hooks, bumps, and twirly-whirly. Learn about and try out the different styles of quilting feather designs and find out which one works for you. Or learn new techniques to add to your feather tool box. Either way, this will be a fabulously fun feathery class!

$100 for Class

Preregistration required for classes. Visit thanksgivingpoint.org/quilt for more information and to register.

Attendees should come prepared with basic sewing supplies (straight pins and pin cushion, scissors, seam ripper, fabric marking pen or pencil, small cutting mat (no larger than 12” x 18”), rotary cutter) in addition to any supplies noted in class descriptions. Shared ironing and cutting areas will be available in each room. Thanksgiving Point members receive 10% discount on class registration. Member discount does not apply to kit fee.
THURSDAY
7:00 PM - 11:00 PM

OPEN SEW

Come join us at the Garden of Quilts for Open Sew Night. Finish your class projects or bring whatever you want to sew and get advice from others in attendance.

$5 to reserve your spot.

Preregistration required for classes. Visit thanksgivingpoint.org/quilt for more information and to register.

Attendees should come prepared with basic sewing supplies (straight pins and pin cushion, scissors, seam ripper, fabric marking pen or pencil, small cutting mat (no larger than 12” x 18”), rotary cutter) in addition to any supplies noted in class descriptions. Shared ironing and cutting areas will be available in each room. Thanksgiving Point members receive 10% discount on class registration. Member discount does not apply to kit fee.
Friday, 9 am - 4 pm

**Watermelon Placemats**
*With Judy Niemeyer and Judel Niemeyer Buls | Quiltworx.com*

**Technique: Foundation Paper Piecing**

**Skill level: Beginner**

Join Judy Niemeyer and a Certified Instructor to learn to make the Watermelon Placemats. Judy will introduce you to a variety of Quiltworx Techniques needed to make this little placemat in her workshop, including understanding the pattern, basic paper piecing techniques, how to use cutting templates, curved-paper piecing, and Judy's applique technique, which is used to apply the watermelon seeds! We will work on one placemat in class and you will be able to make (5) additional placemats at home!

**$120 for Class includes lunch**

**Required Supplies**

- Kit options ($72, each) and supplies ($60) will be available through Quiltworx if desired. The supply list includes everything except basic sewing supplies. It will include an Add-A-Quarter ruler, and one spool of Aurifil thread for your project. The kits will be cut and prepared by the instructor so all you have to do is show up to class. Please contact judel@quiltworx.com if you have any questions.

- 1/8 Yards-B7900-Noir
- 1 Yards-B5057-Rhubarb
- ¾ Yards-B6874-Ink
- 3/8 Yards-B4021-Meadow
- 3/8 Yards-B5054-Escape
- ½ Yards-B4394-Island
- ½ Yards-B6874-Grass
- ¾ Yards BINDING-B6874-Ink
- Uhu glue stic
- Repositionable glue stick
- Fons & Porter Glue Pen
- Fonst Porter Refills
- Purple Thang
- Glue baste it mini
- Aurifil thread
- Clover flower head pins carded (20)
- Paper clips
- Small binder clips
- Zip bags - 9” x 12”
- Add-a-quarter 12”

---

Friday, 9 am - 12 pm

**Wool Penny Notes**
*With Charisma Horton*

**Technique: Hand Embroidery And Wool Applique**

**Skill level: Beginner**

Come join me to make this lovely hand stitched journal. We will learn a variety of embroidery stitches and wool pennies to create this keepsake. I will discuss threads, needles and teach a variety of stitches. We will go through basic stitches along with a variety of wrapped stitches and knots.

**$60 for Class**

**Required Supplies**

- A variety of floss and perle cotton threads
- Variety of embroidery needles
- Size 1 Milliners needle
- Embroidery hoop

---

Preregistration required for classes. Visit thanksgivingpoint.org/quilt for more information and to register.

Attendees should come prepared with basic sewing supplies (straight pins and pin cushion, scissors, seam ripper, fabric marking pen or pencil, small cutting mat (no larger than 12” x 18”), rotary cutter) in addition to any supplies noted in class descriptions. Shared ironing and cutting areas will be available in each room. Thanksgiving Point members receive 10% discount on class registration. Member discount does not apply to kit fee.
Exclusive Surprise Cross Stitch
With Lori Holt and Kimberly Jolly

Technique: Cross Stitch
Skill level: Beginner

Come and stitch in the beautiful Ashton Gardens with Lori Holt of Bee in my Bonnet and Kimberly Jolly of Fat Quarter Shop. They will be designing a surprise cross stitch pattern exclusive to Garden of Quilts. Your kit will include everything you need to create this unique keepsake. Bring your desired hoop or clip, needles and scissors.

$60 for Class
$39.95 for Kit

Required Supplies
- Embroidery hoop
- Needles

Granny Style Bag
With Karen Pratt | Creamcraft Goods

Technique: Bag Making
Skill level: Intermediate

Create a modern Granny Style bag with options for wood handle or cotton webbing handle. This style bag is classic yet modern, useful, and a fun make for any level of sewing. I will show you how to pair up fabrics and fun embellishments together to make a pretty bag! I will demonstrate two ways to add the handles (wood handle or cotton webbing). I will have a simple pattern and instructions made for this class and we will go step by step on how to create it from start to finish. Option to either use hexies (if time allows) or I can also show how to just use coordinating fabrics.

$60 for Class

Required Supplies
- ½ yard of print fabric (preferably a low volume print or light in color).
- 1 fat quarter print fabric
- 1 fat quarter print fabric
- ½ yard of either duck canvas or lightweight canvas such as My Happy Place by Lori Holt Home Décor line.
- 1 pair of wooden bag handles (I purchased mine at Hobby Lobby, brand is Sewology).
- 1 set of metal snap button (I use Hobby Lobby Sewology brand)
- 1 yard of Bias Tape Maxi Piping
- 1 yard of Pellon SF101 Shape Flex Fusible Interfacing or something similar like Pellon 809 Fusible Stabilizer.
- ½ yard of quilt batting (I use Warm and Natural).
- Quilt basting spray
- Quilting ruler
- Four pre-made hexies (large and medium sizes)
- One 12” nylon zipper

Preregistration required for classes. Visit thanksgivingpoint.org/quilt for more information and to register.

Attendees should come prepared with basic sewing supplies (straight pins and pin cushion, scissors, seam ripper, fabric marking pen or pencil, small cutting mat (no larger than 12” x 18”), rotary cutter) in addition to any supplies noted in class descriptions. Shared ironing and cutting areas will be available in each room. Thanksgiving Point members receive 10% discount on class registration. Member discount does not apply to kit fee.
Wintery Wall Hanging or Decorative Pillow
With Janet Wecker Frisch | Joy Studio

Technique: Raw Edge Appliqué
Skill level: Intermediate
In this class you will create a raw edge fused appliqué piece featuring a J Wecker Frisch snowman design from her new fabric collection, Snow Sweet. Janet will also demonstrate techniques to enhance your appliqué, applying colored pencils to fabric in strategic areas offering depth. If time allows, her mini portfolio of original art will be available to view.

$60 for Class
$59.95 for Kit

Required Supplies
- Thread (black, orange, pink, red, yellow, brown, white)
- Scissors
- Needles
- Ruler
- Sharpie
- Artist tape

Optional Supplies
- Tiny black buttons
- Wool mat 16” x 24”

Rhinestones Quilt
With Melanie Collette | Hello Melly Designs

Technique: Piecing
Skill level: Intermediate
A step-by-step guide through making the Rhinestones Quilt Block, with tips on making accurate flying geese thanks to more accurate seams, and HSTs.

$60 for Class

Required Supplies
- 12 fat quarters
- 3 1/4 yds background fabric

Optional Supplies
- HST trimming ruler

Utah State Embroidery
With Rachel Erickson | Citrus and Mint Designs

Technique: Embroidery
Skill level: Beginner
Learn to embroider with this pattern that celebrates Utah state pride.

$60 for Class
$19.95 for Kit

Required Supplies
- 16”x16” piece white linen or white cotton fabric

Preregistration required for classes. Visit thanksgivingpoint.org/quilt for more information and to register.

Attendees should come prepared with basic sewing supplies (straight pins and pin cushion, scissors, seam ripper, fabric marking pen or pencil, small cutting mat (no larger than 12” x 18”), rotary cutter) in addition to any supplies noted in class descriptions. Shared ironing and cutting areas will be available in each room. Thanksgiving Point members receive 10% discount on class registration. Member discount does not apply to kit fee.
On the Go Backpack
With Heather Bailey | Heather Bailey, LLC

**Technique:** Basic sewing, Curved piecing

**Skill level:** Beginner

Express yourself with a stylish “On the Go” backpack. This popular design is both fun to sew and comfortable to wear—a favorite for wardrobe building and gift giving alike. Join Heather as she guides you through this rewarding project you’ll want to sew again and again.

**$60 for Class**

**Required Supplies**
- 1/2 yd or 2 fat quarters main fabric
- 1/3 yd or 1 fat quarter pocket fabric
- 1/3 yd or 1 fat quarter pocket-lining fabric (choose solid color or simple print that will not show through pocket fabric)
- 1/8 yd* or 1 fat quarter contrast fabric A for Strap Casing & Pocket Trim
- 3/8 yd* or 1 fat quarter contrast fabric B for Center Panel behind Pocket
- 1/4 yd strap fabric
- 1/2 yd or 2 fat quarters backpack-lining fabric
- 1 feature button, 3/4” to 1 1/4” in diameter
- 1 button, 1/2” to 3/4” in diameter (This button will not show on finished backpack.)

* Suitable fabrics include quilting-weight cotton, light-weight decorator fabric, and other light- to medium-weight woven fabrics.

---

Bindings & Alternate Endings
With Deonn Stott | Quiltscapes

**Technique:** Binding

**Skill level:** Beginner

Do you ever find yourself in a bind when it comes to binding? This life-altering class will arm you with tips and tricks and more ideas to help finish your quilts with flair! First, we’ll highlight binding basics to perfect those mitered corners, solve the mystery of that elusive final seam, and learn Deonn’s best tips for a pretty-dang-close-to-perfect finish every time whether by hand or machine. We will make reference samples with such finishes as scallops and prairie points, “invisible” faced binding, faux piping and chenille using specialty feet on the sewing machine. Learn tricks to conquer scalloped or curvy edges, odd-angled inside and outside corners and more. Class will include a mini trunk show of prize-winning, fabulous finishes.

**$60 for Class**

**Required Supplies**
- 1 Fat Quarter or 1/4 yard quilted fabric (quilt your own or purchase pre-quilted fabric).
- Print A: 1/3 yard solid, small print or tone one tone print to match quilted fabric.
- Print B: 1/4 yard coordinating/contrasting solid color fabric.
- Matching or neutral thread

---

**Preregistration required for classes. Visit thanksgivingpoint.org/quilt for more information and to register.**

Attendees should come prepared with basic sewing supplies (straight pins and pin cushion, scissors, seam ripper, fabric marking pen or pencil, small cutting mat (no larger than 12” x 18”), rotary cutter) in addition to any supplies noted in class descriptions. Shared ironing and cutting areas will be available in each room. Thanksgiving Point members recieve 10% discount on class registration. Member discount does not apply to kit fee.
Sewing a Mermaid!
With Little Lizard King

Technique: Sewing
Skill level: Beginner
Sew a Mermaid or Merman Doll using the Coralie Mermaid and Caspian Merman PDF sewing pattern. A perfect project for gifting or just for fun! Mermaid face will be machine embroidered before class. During class we will walk you through a PDF pattern and make and embellish a mermaid or merman from cutting to completion. PDF included in class registration.

$60 for Class
Required Supplies
- Coordinating Thread
- Universal Needle
- Polyfil Stuffing
- Felt for Hair, Bralette, and Fin
- Fabric for clothing

Optional Supplies
- Chunky Wool Yarn for Hair (1 Skien)
- Needle and Thread for Wool Hair
- Lace or Trim for embellishment
- Fabric Glue (clear drying)
- Blush

Who Doesn’t Want to Feather?
With Martha Higdon | Handi Quilter National Educator

Technique: Longarm Quilting
Skill level: Beginner
This class will start with the basics of feathering and then we start adding to the basics. Everyone wants to learn how to feather so let’s start now. Learn the art of feathering with free motion and with the aid of rulers. You will learn the proper formation, how a spine helps you on your path and how to fill in all those empty areas on your quilt with feathers. This class will have you smiling and receiving many compliments about your beautifully feathered quilts.

$100 for Class

Preregistration required for classes. Visit thanksgivingpoint.org/quilt for more information and to register.

Attendees should come prepared with basic sewing supplies (straight pins and pin cushion, scissors, seam ripper, fabric marking pen or pencil, small cutting mat (no larger than 12” x 18”), rotary cutter) in addition to any supplies noted in class descriptions. Shared ironing and cutting areas will be available in each room. Thanksgiving Point members recieve 10% discount on class registration. Member discount does not apply to kit fee.
Friday, 2 pm - 5 pm

**Halloween Applique Hoops**  
*With Amy Chappell | Ameroonie Designs*

**Technique:** Applique and Embroidery  
**Skill level:** Beginner

Applique and embroidery make for Spooktacular home décor pieces. Create mini Halloween hoops using woven wool and fabric. Add interest and texture with embroidery stitches sure to make your creepy designs howl.

**$60 for Class**  
**Required Supplies**
- 2- 3” embroidery hoop
- Fabric for inside hoop
- Woven wool or felt for applique
- Floss to coordinate with fabric/felt

**Versatile Dresden Tote Bag**  
*With Karen Pratt | Creamcraft Goods*

**Technique:** Bag Making  
**Skill level:** Intermediate

Create a classic boxy tote with optional expandable sides. With this bag, I will show you how to box out corners to create a roomy, useful tote bag, create bag handles, and how to make an optional expandable sides. I will show you how to pair up fabric and embellishments together to make a pretty bag! I will have a pattern and instructions made for this class, and we will go step by step on how to create it from start to finish. Option to use Dresdens (if time allows) or I can show how to just use coordinating fabrics.

**$60 for Class**  
**Required Supplies**
1 yard of either duck canvas or lightweight canvas such as My Happy Place by Lori Holt Home Décor line (for the body of the bag, bag handles, and inside pocket)  
1/2 yard of print fabric (contrasting fabric for the bag handles and top of the bag trim)  
1/2 yard of print fabric (for the inside of the bag)  
1 yard of Pellon SF101 Shape Flex Fusible Interfacing or something similar like Pellon 809 Fusible Stabilizer.  
1 sheet (10.5 x 13.5 inches) of cross stitch plastic canvas (for the bottom of the bag)  
2 yards of cotton webbing for removable bag strap  
1 set metal snap button (I purchase mine at Hobby Lobby, brand is Sewology)  
2 1-inch Metal D-rings (I purchase mine at Hobby Lobby, brand is Sewology)  
1 1-inch Metal Adjustable Slider (I purchase mine at Hobby Lobby, brand is Sewology)  
2 1-inch Metal D-ring swivel hooks (I purchase mine at Hobby Lobby, brand is Sewology)  
2 sets small Double Metal Cap Rivets (available at Hobby Lobby, brand is Sewology)  
1 5” x 3” piece of leather  
1 9” inch zipper  
Grommet tool setter  
Hammer  
Students should have 3 pre-made Dresdens or Hexies (small, medium, and large).

**Optional Supplies**
- 1/2 yard of suede or leather cording (cotton cording is okay too) for the expandable sides.
- 4 cord beads (to secure the ends of the cording for the expandable sides).

---

Preregistration required for classes. Visit thanksgivingpoint.org/quilt for more information and to register.

Attendees should come prepared with basic sewing supplies (straight pins and pin cushion, scissors, seam ripper, fabric marking pen or pencil, small cutting mat (no larger than 12” x 18”), rotary cutter) in addition to any supplies noted in class descriptions. Shared ironing and cutting areas will be available in each room. Thanksgiving Point members recieve 10% discount on class registration. Member discount does not apply to kit fee.
Simply Scalloped Pillow
With Stacy West | Buttermilk Basin

Technique: Wool Applique
Skill level: Beginner
This darling “Simply Scalloped” Pillow from Buttermilk Basin will look great nestled in your sewing room! Come and learn Stacy’s tried and true wool appliqué method while learning about floss and much more!
$60 for Class
$54.95 for Kit

Nordic Nights
With Melissa Corry | Happy Quilting

Technique: Piecing - Curved
Skill level: Intermediate
Nordic Nights is a stunning design with amazing dramatic flare. The offset layout gives it that extra bit of sophistication. It is Fat Quarter Friendly making it easy to grab a bundle or pick some fabrics from your stash. Come learn an easy 3 pin method of making Modified Drunkard Path blocks. This is the perfect class if you have been nervous about trying curves, I will show you just how fun piecing curves are! I promise! And you will have a wonderful quilt to show for it and a new mastered technique. Whatever size you choose, you are sure to have a finish that is just beautiful! So come sign up, we are going to have a great time! The Nordic Nights pattern offers 5 sizes. A baby size measures 27” x 27” and is comprised of 9 blocks. A lap size measures 27” x 76” and is comprised of 12 blocks. A picnic size measures 76” x 76” and is comprised of 16 blocks. A twin size measures 76” x 95” and is comprised of 20 blocks. A queen size measures 95” x 95” and is comprised of 25 blocks.
$60 for Class
Required Supplies
Template Materials (thin cardboard or plastic template sheet)
Fabric Requirements depends on the size project the student chooses. Refer to website for specific sizes and requirements.

Quilted Block Pouch
With Minki Kim | sewingillustration.com

Technique: Quilting, zipper attachment, binding
Skill level: Intermediate
This class shows how to make quilted boxy shape zipper pouch with three different sizes. How to attach the binding and the zipper at the same time. How to iron the finished pouch to shape.
$60 for Class
$5 for Kit
Required Supplies
Fat quarter quilting cotton for case exterior
Fat quarter quilting cotton for case lining
Fat eighth quilting cotton for binding and zipper tabs
Fat quarter foam stabilizer such as Soft and Stable
1 closed end vinyl zipper at least 11” (for small pouch) 15” (for medium / large pouch) or longer zipper for easy attachment

Pincushions with Personality
With Heather Bailey | Heather Bailey, LLC

Technique: Hand Stitching, Simple Embroidery
Skill level: Beginner
Create a luxurious strawberry pincushion from hand-dyed velveteen fabric. This charming design is one of several pincushions included in Heather’s popular Fresh Picked Pincushions pattern which includes a pear, an apple, a tomato and two strawberry designs. Heather will also present her “Ten Tips for Expert Results” in pincushion making. Take away ideas and techniques for a full collection of irresistible pincushions. Psst…Christmas is coming—pincushions make excellent gifts.
$60 for Class
$10 for Kit
Required Supplies
Hand-sewing needle
Embroidery needles
E6000 glue (or a quick-drying, clear-drying fabric glue)
Super-strong thread such as nylon upholstery thread (ANY color will work, as this thread won’t show on the finished strawberry)

Preregistration required for classes. Visit thanksgivingpoint.org/quilt for more information and to register.
Attendees should come prepared with basic sewing supplies (straight pins and pin cushion, scissors, seam ripper, fabric marking pen or pencil, small cutting mat [no larger than 12” x 18”], rotary cutter) in addition to any supplies noted in class descriptions. Shared ironing and cutting areas will be available in each room. Thanksgiving Point members receive 10% discount on class registration. Member discount does not apply to kit fee.
Lighthearted
With Camille Roskelley | Thimble Blossoms

Technique: Piecing
Skill level: Beginner
Join Camille Roskelley to make her beautiful Lighthearted quilt from sixteen of your favorite fat quarters. Learn all of Camille's sewing tips and tricks in class and see some of her favorite quilts on display.

$60 for Class
Required Supplies
- 16 fat quarters
- 4-3/4 yards white background fabric
- 3/4 yard binding fabric

Hearts at Home
With Chelsi Stratton | Chelsi Stratton Designs

Technique: Piecing
Skill level: Intermediate
$60 for Class
Required Supplies
- 2 Jelly Rolls for blocks, hearts, and post
- 1 1/2 yards background for log cabins
- 3/8 yard background for Hearts
- 3/4 yards sashing & 5/8 yard binding

New Leaf
With Vanessa Goertzen | Lella Boutique

Technique: Piecing
Skill level: Beginner
Make your own leaf pile with Vanessa's scrappy, sampler-style quilt books.

$60 for Class
Required Supplies
- 1 10" stacker (30 squares 10” x 10”)
- 9 assorted fat quarters (18” x 21”) for block backgrounds
- 9 assorted fat eighths (9” x 21”) for block leaf points
- ¾ yard white fabric
- 2 yards sashing fabric
- 2/3 yard binding fabric
- 4½ yards backing

Border Patrol
With Harriet Carpanini | Handi Quilter National Educator

Technique: Longarm Quilting
Skill level: Beginner
Are you at a loss how to quilt borders and sashing? Are there multiple borders around the body of the quilt? Learn how to quilt borders and corners and treat multiple borders as one. Sashings can become part of the block or stand alone. In this class you will create a toolbox of ideas to custom quilt your quilts! We will use rulers and stencils to mark and outline your designs.

$100 for Class

Preregistration required for classes. Visit thanksgivingpoint.org/quilt for more information and to register.

Attendees should come prepared with basic sewing supplies (straight pins and pin cushion, scissors, seam ripper, fabric marking pen or pencil, small cutting mat (no larger than 12” x 18”), rotary cutter) in addition to any supplies noted in class descriptions. Shared ironing and cutting areas will be available in each room. Thanksgiving Point members receive 10% discount on class registration. Member discount does not apply to kit fee.
FRIDAY
7:00 PM - 11:00 PM

OPEN SEW

Come join us at the Garden of Quilts for Open Sew Night. Finish your class projects or bring whatever you want to sew and get advice from others in attendance.

$5 to reserve your spot.

Preregistration required for classes. Visit thanksgivingpoint.org/quilt for more information and to register.

Attendees should come prepared with basic sewing supplies (straight pins and pin cushion, scissors, seam ripper, fabric marking pen or pencil, small cutting mat (no larger than 12” x 18”), rotary cutter) in addition to any supplies noted in class descriptions. Shared ironing and cutting areas will be available in each room. Thanksgiving Point members receive 10% discount on class registration. Member discount does not apply to kit fee.
Saturday, 9 am - 4 pm

**Starbaby Wall Hanging**
*With Judy Niemeyer and Judel Niemeyer Buls | Quiltworx.com*

*Technique: Foundation Paper Piecing*
*Skill level: Beginner*

Join Judy Niemeyer and a Certified Instructor to learn to make the Starbaby Wall Hanging, 40” Square. Judy will introduce you to her lone-star piecing technique, which is used on many of Quiltworx.com’s most popular designs. In this workshop, you will also learn how to read a Quiltworx pattern, basic paper piecing techniques, and how to use cutting templates. You will work on 1 Starbaby Wall Hanging in class, but there is enough paper in each pattern to make a second wall hanging at home!

**$120 for Class including lunch**

**Required Supplies**
- (9) 2-1/2” strips
- 3/4 Yards of a background fabric
- 1 1/4 Yard for the border
- ½ Yard for Binding
- Uhu glue stick
- Repositionable glue stick
- Fons & Porter Glue Pen
- Fons & Porter Refills
- Aurifil thread
- Clover flower head pins carded (20)
- Paper clips
- Small binder clips
- Zip bags - 9” x 12”
- Add-a-quarter 12” (6” x 18” ruler)

*Kit options ($44, each) and supplies ($50) will be available through Quiltworx. Refer to the website for more information regarding options, or email judel@quiltworx.com.*

---

Saturday, 9 am - 12 pm

**Beginning Hand Lettering**
*With Melanie Collette | Hello Melly Designs*

*Technique: Brush Pen Lettering*
*Skill level: Beginner*

Stretch your creative muscles with a new skill! Beginner Hand Lettering will introduce the basics of brush pen lettering, including tools, techniques, and practicing all the strokes! Students will have the opportunity to create a finished product with their new skill by the end of class!

**$60 for Class**
**$9.95 for Kit**

---

**Twist & Shout**
*With Andy Knowlton | A Bright Corner*

*Technique: EPP*
*Skill level: Beginner*

Always wanted to try English Paper Piecing but didn’t know where to start? Hexagons are the bread & butter of EPP and we’ll be making these fun, Twisted Hexies. Along the way we’ll cover tips and techniques for basting and joining several basic EPP shapes. You’ll learn how to stitch the Twisted Hexagon blocks, and then join them together to make a quilt top that can later be made into a mini quilt or pillow.

**$60 for Class**
**Kit Price Coming Soon**

---

Preregistration required for classes. Visit thanksgivingpoint.org/quilt for more information and to register.

Attendees should come prepared with basic sewing supplies (straight pins and pin cushion, scissors, seam ripper, fabric marking pen or pencil, small cutting mat (no larger than 12” x 18”), rotary cutter) in addition to any supplies noted in class descriptions. Shared ironing and cutting areas will be available in each room. Thanksgiving Point members recieve 10% discount on class registration. Member discount does not apply to kit fee.
**Envelope Pouch**
*With Karen Pratt | Creamcraft Goods*

**Technique:** Sewing with zippers, vinyl, and various fabrics  
**Skill level:** Intermediate

I will show you how to make a versatile envelope pouch with various pockets using cotton fabric and clear vinyl. We can also make it into a smaller size for a wallet. Pattern will be provided for this project and we will go step by step on how to make the pouch.

**$60 for Class**

**Required Supplies**
- ½ yard of Pellon SF101 Shape Flex Fusible Interfacing or something similar like Pellon 809 Fusible Stabilizer
- 1 fat quarter or 18” x 22” inches of clear vinyl
- 1 fat quarter or 18” x 22” inches of Pellon FF78F1 Flex Fusible Foam Stabilizer or something comparable like Annie Soft and Stable S&S2072
- 2 12-inch zippers
- 2 yard of Extra Wide Double Fold Bias Tape
- Point turner tool or a chopstick
- Quilt Basting Spray
- 5 fat quarters of various printed fabrics

---

**Desert Rose**
*With Melissa Corry | Happy Quilting*

**Technique:** Piecing  
**Skill level:** Intermediate

Desert Rose is a delightful quilt with beautiful blocks that make a bold statement. And this quilt is Fat Quarter Friendly so it’s easy to pick a bundle or grab from your Stash! Come learn some basic building blocks and great tips to help you line up all those points to perfection. And these happy flower/star blocks are big so the quilt will go together fast. Whatever size you choose, you are sure to have a finish that is absolutely stunning! So come sign up, we are going to have a great time! The Desert Rose pattern offers 4 sizes. A baby size measures 46” x 46” and is comprised of 4 blocks. A picnic size measures 72” x 72” and is comprised of 9 blocks. A twin size measures 68” x 90” and is comprised of 12 blocks. A queen size measures 95” x 95” and is comprised of 16 blocks.

**$60 for Class**

**Required Supplies**
- 2 1/2” Square Ruler

Fabric Requirements depends on the size project the student chooses. Refer to website for specific sizes and requirements.

---

**The Charming Churndash Pattern**
*With Elizabeth Evans and Liz Evans | Simple Simon and Company*

**Technique:** Piecing  
**Skill level:** Beginner

One of the more traditional quilt blocks, the Churndash is made charming and modern in this brightly colored quilt! This quilt is perfect for showing off your fat quarter bundles with a great mix and match design. Join Liz and Elizabeth as they show you how to make this quilt pattern as well as a trunk show in class of other free patterns from their website.

**$60 for Class**

**Required Supplies**
- 12 fat quarters of various prints
- 1 yard of white fabric (or background fabric)
- 3 yards of sashing and border fabric
- Backing: 4 yards
- Binding: 5/8 yard

---

Preregistration required for classes. Visit thanksgivingpoint.org/quilt for more information and to register.

Attendees should come prepared with basic sewing supplies (straight pins and pin cushion, scissors, seam ripper, fabric marking pen or pencil, small cutting mat (no larger than 12” x 18”), rotary cutter) in addition to any supplies noted in class descriptions. Shared ironing and cutting areas will be available in each room. Thanksgiving Point members recieve 10% discount on class registration. Member discount does not apply to kit fee.
Hand-Embroidered Jewelry  
With Heather Bailey | Heather Bailey, LLC

**Technique: Basic Embroidery**  
**Skill level: Beginner**
Wow your wardrobe, and elevate your gift giving, with unique embroidered jewelry. Learn the very-achievable basics of embroidery, plus specific expert tips and techniques needed to make inviting, high-end, embroidered jewelry for you and your loved ones. 18 designs in each kit. Students will complete at least one necklace in class, and go home with the supplies and tools needed to make more!

$60 for Class  
$38.95 for Kit

**Required Supplies**
- E 6000 glue  
- Hand sewing needle

Tranquil Triangles  
With Jenny Doan | Missouri Star Quilt Co.

**Technique: Quilting/Sewing**  
**Skill level: Beginner**
Jenny Doan demonstrates how to make a pretty half-square triangle quilt using layer cakes.

$60 for Class  
$119.95 for Kit

Intro to PDF Patterns  
With Little Lizard King | Little Lizard King

**Technique: Sewing Clothing for Children with PDF Patterns**  
**Skill level: Beginner**
Welcome to the amazing world of PDF patterns. During this exciting class we will provide an introduction to PDF sewing patterns and make one pattern, an Animazing Skirt. This is a suspender skirt that can be created with a variety of animal/character faces. The waistband can be made with cute animal faces or adorned with a ruffle. The animal faces included are: cat, bunny, fox, dog, mouse, & bear. The Animazing Skirt can be made in sizes 12 months - 14 years. The back waistband features an elastic casing.

$60 for Class

**Required Supplies**
- Coordinating Thread  
- Safety pin  
- 1/2” elastic for back waistband

**Optional Supplies**
- Trims  
- Light to Medium Weight Stabilizer  
- Buttons/Trims for Faces  
- Buttons for Front Button Placket

Icebox  
With Vanessa Goertzen | Lella Boutique

**Technique: Piecing**  
**Skill level: Beginner**
Get a jump start on decking your halls with Vanessa’s snowflake-inspired block.

$60 for Class

**Required Supplies**
- 18 fat quarters  
- 1 yard aqua accent fabric  
- 5/4 yards white fabric  
- 2/3 yard binding fabric  
- 8 yards backing

Preregistration required for classes. Visit thanksgivingpoint.org/quilt for more information and to register.

Attendees should come prepared with basic sewing supplies (straight pins and pin cushion, scissors, seam ripper, fabric marking pen or pencil, small cutting mat (no larger than 12” x 18”), rotary cutter) in addition to any supplies noted in class descriptions. Shared ironing and cutting areas will be available in each room. Thanksgiving Point members recieve 10% discount on class registration. Member discount does not apply to kit fee.
Inside the Shell
With Harriet Carpanini | Handi Quilter National Educator

Technique: Longarm Quilting
Skill level: Beginner
Clamshells have made a comeback and are so fun to add to your modern quilts as well as those beautiful traditional quilts you have stashed aside waiting to quilt. Learn to fill clamshells with continuous line designs. The possibilities are endless! Clamshells can be used in blocks, borders, small fills, and as a beautiful edge to edge design. You will enjoy learning from Harriet how to create your own style of clamshell fillers. Don’t miss out on this class.

$100 for Class

Saturday, 2 pm - 5 pm

Embroidered Word Ornaments
With Amy Chappell | Ameroonie Designs

Technique: Applique and Embroidery
Skill level: Beginner
Simple embroidery stitches and fun fabric wrapped hoops make these ornaments a delightful addition to your holiday tree. Learn embroidery stitches and tricks for finishing your hoops to create heirlooms you will treasure for years to come.

$60 for Class

Required Supplies
- Background fabric
- Fabric strips for wrapping hoop
- Embroidery floss to coordinate with fabric
- 3” embroidery hoops

How To Draw With Your Sewing Machine
With Minki Kim | Sewingillustration.com

Technique: Raw Edge Applique
Skill level: Beginner
This class introduces how to sew your sketch on fabric using a sewing machine with straight stitch set up.

$60 for Class
$19.95 for Kit

Required Supplies
- Assorted print scraps: 84 scraps at least 1 1/2” x 1 1/2” for appliqué pieces and patchwork squares
- Linen: 1 fat quarter for cover exterior
- Print 1: 1/2 yard for lining
- Print 2: 1/8 yard for accent strips
- White solid: 1 square 3” x 3” for appliqué patch on back
- Fusible interfacing: 1/2 yard to reinforce cover
- Fusible web, like Lite Steam-A-Seam 2
- Thread: Dark gray (28-weight preferred) for stitched illustration, neutral (ivory) for construction, and white (12-weight preferred) for topstitching

Preregistration required for classes. Visit thanksgivingpoint.org/quilt for more information and to register.

Attendees should come prepared with basic sewing supplies (straight pins and pin cushion, scissors, seam ripper, fabric marking pen or pencil, small cutting mat (no larger than 12” x 18”), rotary cutter) in addition to any supplies noted in class descriptions. Shared ironing and cutting areas will be available in each room. Thanksgiving Point members recieve 10% discount on class registration. Member discount does not apply to kit fee.
Stamp Collecting
With Melissa Corry | Happy Quilting

**Technique:** Piecing
**Skill level:** Beginner

Stamp Collecting is a wonderfully whimsical block that has a fun center block with an awesome stamp inspired border creating an overall charming design. It is Fat Quarter Friendly so it is easy to grab a bundle or pick some fabrics from your stash. Come learn great basic building blocks and tips and tricks to help you line up your points so your blocks are all perfection. Whatever size you choose, you are sure to have a finish that is just beautiful! So come sign up, we are going to have a great time!

The Stamp Collecting pattern offers 5 sizes. A baby size measures 46” x 46” and is comprised of 4 blocks. A lap size measures 46” x 68” and is comprised of 6 blocks. A picnic size measures 72” x 72” and is comprised of 9 blocks. A twin size measures 72” x 95” and is comprised of 12 blocks. A queen size measures 95” x 95” and is comprised of 16 blocks.

**$60 for Class**

**Required Supplies**
- 12 ½” Square Ruler
- Requirements depends on the size project the student chooses. Refer to the website for specific sizes and requirements.

Quilting 101
With Melanie Collette | Hello Melly Designs

**Technique:** Piecing
**Skill level:** Beginner

Each student will learn the basic tools of quilting, how to use them properly, and how to read a quilting pattern. Students will make a simple baby quilt in the class, exercising their new skills as a quilter.

**$60 for Class**

**$75.95 for Kit**

Pretty Posies Hexden Flowers
With Andy Knowlton | A Bright Corner

**Technique:** EPP
**Skill level:** Beginner

Learn English Paper Piecing basics while making these darling hexden flowers. We will hand applique the flowers to background squares which can then be sewn into a mini quilt, table topper, or pillow later (pattern/instructions included.) In addition, we’ll cover the how-to for glue basting and joining other basic EPP shapes so you can feel empowered to try new EPP projects on your own!

**$60 for Class**

**Required Supplies**
- Glue Pen

Crazy Patch Puzzle Journal
With Janet Wecker Frisch | Joy Studio

**Technique:** Alternative Construction of a Quilting Journal
**Skill level:** Beginner

Create a witty and slightly edgy crazy quilt journal for folks to enjoy during the fall festivities. This project offers the maker and end user fun interactive components. Janet will guide your individual creative spirit as she puts her unique artsy spin on a classic and creepy book of tales. She will share with you a bit of fabric painting and other fun surprises. Janet’s original art will also be on display for attendees to enjoy a rare glimpse of select watercolor pieces.

**$60 for Class**

**$99.95 for Kit**

**Required Supplies**
- Needle and threads in black, white or off white, orange
- Vintage items to embellish pages e.g. doll clothes buttons, lace, trims, game cards/pieces, sewing notion scraps, etc. Everything old, worn and unusual. Bring bric-a-brac of all kinds (not too bulky) that you’ve been saving for just the right project because this is it!

Preregistration required for classes. Visit thanksgivingpoint.org/quilt for more information and to register.

Attendees should come prepared with basic sewing supplies (straight pins and pin cushion, scissors, seam ripper, fabric marking pen or pencil, small cutting mat (no larger than 12” x 18”), rotary cutter) in addition to any supplies noted in class descriptions. Shared ironing and cutting areas will be available in each room. Thanksgiving Point members receive 10% discount on class registration. Member discount does not apply to kit fee.
Star Crossed
With Chelsi Stratton | Chelsi Stratton Designs

**Technique:** Piecing  
**Skill level:** Beginner

Learn how to make Star Crossed using fast and easy piecing!

**$60 for Class**

**Required Supplies**  
18 Fat Quarters  
3 1/4 yards background fabric  
1 1/2 yards sashing & borders  
3/4 yard binding

Modern Herringbone
With Vanessa Goertzen | Lella Boutique

**Technique:** Piecing  
**Skill level:** Beginner

Come learn about piecing with parallelograms with Vanessa's scrap-happy herringbone design.

**$60 for Class**

**Required Supplies**  
Modern Herringbone A & B templates prepped on cardboard or template plastic,  
(36) strips 1 1/2” x WOF -OR- One 10” stacker (36 squares 10” x 10”)  
9 fat quarters assorted prints  
3 5/8 yards background fabric  
2/3 yard binding fabric  
5 yards backing fabric

Rulers are Fun!
With Martha Higdon | Handi Quilter National Educator

**Technique:** Longarm Quilting  
**Skill level:** Beginner

This class will introduce you to new rulers or build your confidence in using rulers. You will learn ruler safety and the proper rulers to use on longarm machines. A variety of rulers will be demonstrated and used to create new designs. This is a hands-on experience that will guide you to build your confidence and design library. After taking this class you will agree - Rulers are Fun!

**$100 for Class**

Preregistration required for classes. Visit thanksgivingpoint.org/quilt for more information and to register.

Attendees should come prepared with basic sewing supplies (straight pins and pin cushion, scissors, seam ripper, fabric marking pen or pencil, small cutting mat (no larger than 12” x 18”), rotary cutter) in addition to any supplies noted in class descriptions. Shared ironing and cutting areas will be available in each room. Thanksgiving Point members recieve 10% discount on class registration. Member discount does not apply to kit fee.